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2nd Quarter
           April 2022 – June 2022

1. KHKA/K272GC broadcasts numerous public service announcement throughout the day to 
benefit local non-profit groups and our community.  501c3 groups as the Hawaii Bowl 
Foundation, Hawaii Speed and Quickness, and National Kidney Foundation. (schedule of 
PSA’s run are attached)

2. KHKA/K272GC television news partnerships

a On November 8th, 2021,  KHKA/K272GC entered into a television partnership with 
KHON-TV, the local FOX affiliate. The radio stations aired KHON2’s local morning 
news show, Wake Up 2Day, from 5-8 a.m., and its sister show, Take 2, from 8-9 a.m. 
Additionally, special reports featuring press conferences from the governor, mayor, 
and law enforcement were occasionally aired on the radio station.

3. On May 4th, 2020. KHKA rebranded to CBS 1500. The station carries additional news 
programming, such as the “CBS Evening News with Norah O’Donnell,” a re-air of CBS 
Television’s nightly 30-minute news program. The show covers national and global breaking 
news and other pertinent stories.

4. Additional news programs include “America in the Morning” (M-F, Midnight-1 a.m. and 2 
a.m.-3 a.m. / 1-2 a.m. and 3-4 a.m. when the clocks changed in November) and “First Light” 
(M-F 1 a.m. – 2 a.m. / 2-3 a.m. when the clocks changed in November)

5. KHKA airs high school sports broadcasts from the Interscholastic League of Honolulu and 
the Hawaii High School Athletic Association. 

May 10th – HHSAA Girls Softball Tournament – Kaiser vs. Kapolei

May 11th – HHSAA Girls Softball Tournament – Iolani vs. Mililani

May 12th – HHSAA Girls Softball Championship Game

6. KHKA aired special coverage of youth baseball during the month of June, airing the 
semifinals and finals of the Cal Ripken League 12U and 10U semifinals and championship 
games. Those broadcasts aired on June 11th and 18th.

LIVE COVERAGE – Jan. 6 Select Committee Hearings

KHKA, through CBS News Radio, aired live coverage of select hearings from the Jan. 6 Select 
Committee investigating the incident at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021. The hearings that were 
aired were on June 9th, June 13th,  and June 28th.



LIVE COVERAGE – President Joe Biden’s response to the Supreme Court’s decision on 
Dobbs v. Jackson Women's Health Organization to overturn Roe v. Wade (June 24, 6:30 
a.m.)

KHKA, through CBS News Radio, aired live coverage of President Joe Biden’s address 
following the Supreme Court’s decision on Roe vs. Wade.

LONGFORM NEWS/INFORMATION PROGRAMS

“America: Changed Forever” – Saturdays at 4 p.m.

April 9th - In a special edition of America: Changed Forever, ‘Trigger Pullers – Guns on 
our Streets’, host and CBS News Chief National Affairs and Justice Correspondent Jeff 
Pegues looks at how gun violence is plaguing the nation. Guests include Buffalo Police 
Commissioner Joseph Gramaglia and the former police chief of New Orleans, Ronal 
Serpas. Plus exclusive access to an FBI raid as police look to take guns off the streets.

April 23rd –A continued look at the serious and fatal increase of gun violence, this week, 
in another Special Edition of ‘America: Changed Forever – Trigger Pullers, Guns on our 
Streets.’ Host Jeff Pegues has an exclusive interview with Pittsburgh Chief of Police, 
Scott Schubert, following a house party in turned fatal when more than 100 shots were 
fired. And an examination of the other victims of deadly shootings, the more than 3,600 
children who have lost a mother or father. Pegues interviews award-winning Washington 
Post enterprise reporter John Woodrow Cox.

May 21st - The Supermarket shooting in Buffalo, this week on ‘America: Changed 
Forever.’ Host Jeff Pegues speaks with Cornell William Brooks, former President of the 
NAACP and Oren Segal of the Anti-Defamation League. And a listen back to CBS News 
reporting from Buffalo over the past week.

May 28th - Nineteen children murdered at an Uvalde, Texas elementary school. This 
week on America: Changed Forever, a look at the nation’s latest mass shooting and the 
continued debate over guns. CBS News Justice and Homeland Security Correspondent 
Jeff Pegues speaks with Rep. Mike Thompson (D-CA), the Chair of the Gun Violence 
Task Force, Igor Volsky the Executive Director of Guns Down America and Gun Rights 
advocate John Lott, Founder of the Crime Prevention Research Center.

June 4th - The gun debate and the latest from Uvalde, Texas, this week on 'America: 
Changed Forever.' Host Jeff Pegues speaks with CBS News Correspondent Lilia Luciano 
who has been in Uvalde, spending time with families of those killed in last week's mass 
shooting. Other guests include the Washington Post’s Michael Scherer on Mitch 
McConnell's effort to block gun control and Dr. Peggy Carr, the Commissioner of the 
National Center for Education, on the mental health of school children.



June 11th - The gun debate continues. This week on ‘America: Change Forever’, host 
Jeff Pegues has an exclusive interview with NYPD Deputy Commissioner of Intelligence 
and Counter Terrorism John Miller and ATF Special Agent in Charge New York John 
DeVito about the number of guns flooding New York streets. And Rep. Jamie Raskin's 
predictions for what he says will be the explosive outcomes of the January 6 
Commission's investigation.

June 18th - The January 6th hearings and an agreement on guns, this week on America 
Changed Forever. Host Jeff Pegues speaks with Carl Hulse, Chief Washington 
Correspondent for the New York Times Carl Hulse and Former Senate Chief of Staff 
John Easton. And a look at the 24/7 The People's Filibuster. Pegues has exclusive 
interviews with two people from Texas who traveled to DC to make their voices heard.

“The Takeout with Major Garrett” – Saturdays at 6 p.m.

April 2nd - This week on, ‘The Takeout,’ CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent 
Major Garrett has lunch with his CBS News colleagues Robert Costa and Scott 
MacFarlane at Chef Geoff's in DC's West End neighborhood. The Correspondents 
discuss the 7-hour gap in former President Trump's January 6th phone logs, the latest on 
the Capitol rioters' guilty pleas and the Congressional reaction to Ginni Thomas's 'Stop 
the Steal' texts.

April 16th -  Marek Magierowski, Polish ambassador to the U.S., speaks in depth about 
the international law, politics and response surrounding the Russian aggression in 
Ukraine, as well as other ongoing world conflicts.

April 23rd - Former Democratic Senator Doug Jones joins CBS News Chief Washington 
Correspondent Major Garrett, this week on ‘The Takeout.’ The two discuss the pivotal 
role he played in the Ketanji Brown Jackson Supreme Court confirmation battle, his 
thoughts on the war in Ukraine and his successful prosecution of two Klansmen who 
were involved in the 1963 Birmingham, Alabama church bombing.

April 30th – No information provided on this episode

May 7th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent 
Major Garrett sits down with Ambassador Bill Taylor, the former chargé d’affaires at the 
US embassy in Kyiv, Ukraine. They discuss the second phase of the Russia-Ukraine war, 
Taylor's belief that the Ukrainians will ultimately win the war and the complexities 
involved in holding Russia accountable for war crimes.



May 14th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent 
Major Garrett is joined by Marc and Debra Tice, the parents of Austin Tice, an American 
journalist detained in Syria for nearly a decade. They discuss their belief that Tice is still 
alive in captivity, their recent Oval Office meeting with President Biden and the guilt of 
living a normal life while their son remains missing.

May 21st - Major Garrett has breakfast with Senator Kevin Cramer (R-ND) at Bistro Bis 
on Capitol Hill. They discuss Republicans' chances in the 2022 midterm elections, the 
war in Ukraine and whether former President Trump will run again in 2024.

May 28th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ Major Garrett is joined by Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the Chief 
Medical Advisor to the President. They expect to discuss the fast-spreading omicron 
subvariant driving new COVID-19 cases across the country, whether it's time to worry 
about the spread of monkeypox and Major's own battle with COVID.

June 4th - CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett speaks with CBS 
News legal correspondent Jan Crawford. The two discuss the investigation into the 
Supreme Court's leaked Roe v. Wade draft, whether any of the conservative justices 
could end up with a change of heart on overturning Roe and a look back at the 1992 
Planned Parenthood v. Casey ruling.

June 11th - Major Garrett grabs lunch with Congressman Jim Himes (D-CT) and 
Congressman Bryan Steil (R-WI) at Santa Rosa Taqueria on Capitol Hill. They discuss 
Americans' dissatisfaction with the state of the economy, whether the Federal Reserve is 
to blame for inflation and the Biden administration's immigration policies.

June 18th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ Major Garrett has coffee with Congressman 
James Comer (R-KY), ranking member of the House Committee on Oversight and 
Reform, at The Dubliner Restaurant on Capitol Hill. They discuss the investigations 
Republicans are planning should they take back the House in 2023, including a deeper 
probe into Hunter Biden's finances and a reexamination of the COVID-19 lab-leak 
theory. Plus: is it in the GOP's best interest to try and impeach President Biden next year?

June 25th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ Major Garrett speaks with Mike Pompeo, the 
70th US. secretary of state and former CIA director. They discuss a potential 2024 
presidential run, Texas Republicans' embrace of 'the Big Lie' at their annual party 
convention and whether former President Trump should be held responsible for the 
January 6 insurrection at the US Capitol.

“Eye on Veterans” – Sundays at 5 p.m.



April 3rd

Segment 1: Coffee or Die magazine recently sent 3 former Army Rangers to Ukraine to cover the 
war. We’ll hear reports from Marty Skovlund Jr., Jariko Denman and Josh Skovlund.   

Segment 2: The new documentary film “From Outlaws to In-laws: The Heroes Harvest Story” 
shows how Northern California’s notorious cannabis growing country is now helping veterans by 
providing them free medical marijuana. We talk with filmmaker Matt Grimshaw and MedVets 
founder Jake Lawrence.    

Segment 3: Big Jake Lawrence explains his passion for helping veterans treat their medical 
issues through with cannabis.

Segment 4:  Filmmaker Matt Grimshaw and Jake Lawrence describe how more than a mission to 
help vets, it is his personal ministry.

April 10th

  U.S. Military aid to Ukraine and the Special Operations vets assisting Ukranian forces, 
with boots on the ground insight from former Marine Corps Colonel and Special Ops 
commander Andy Milburn

 Efforts to develop a PTSD blood test that could save veteran lives in the future 

 "Perfectly Wounded"; The remarkable story of former Navy Seal Mike Day, who 
survived being shot 27 times while deployed in Iraq

April 17th

 The ongoing efforts of Project Recover, a veteran founded organization dedicated to 
bringing our MIAs home

 A deep dive in the Pacific Ocean to discover and recover missing American service 
members lost in WWII 

 Project Recover's CEO Derek Abbey, a unique Marine Corps combat veteran who flew 
an FA18 in air battles over Iraq as well as supporting the ground efforts of his Marine 
Corps Special Ops Unit "The Raiders"

April 24th 

 Job opportunities and training for vets!

 Software engineering opportunities available to ALL vets from Revature; a company that 
trains and deploys veterans into great tech jobs



 Free help for vets looking to start their own businesses from Project Opportunity; an 
organization that has helped veterans build multi-million-dollar businesses

 Hire Heroes USA; an organization that places thousands of vets in great paying jobs 
every year

May 1st 

 "Magic mushrooms" in micro doses as a tool to combat PTSD, depression, and suicide 
among veterans

 Marine Corps veteran Brandon Sparks and his personal journey from drug addiction to 
homelessness before he discovered VA therapy, cannabis, and psilocybin (sil-uh-si-bin) 

 The debate on using psychedelics as a solution for PTSD, depression and other mental 
health issues among veterans

May 8th 

 Surprising news ways to treat depression and PTSD among veterans, with insight from 
psychologist Dr. Shauna Springer, one of the top authorities on overcoming trauma 

 Veterans diagnosed as bi-polar with firsthand insight from combat veteran and journalist 
Matt Saintsing

 What veterans should know about their own mental health; treatment options and 
cautions; Beer vs bi-polar medications 

May 15th 

 Veterans coping with PTSD and traumatic brain injuries with the help of both new and 
"tried and true" treatments

 Hyperbaric Oxygen treatment; a success story from retired Army Colonel Andy Smith, 
who developed PTSD after multiple deployments

 Hormone therapy treatment; how a few shots improved Special Forces veteran Andrew 
Marr's life forever

 NASCAR driver and Air Force veteran Keith McGee; traumatic brain injury didn't stop 
him from pursuing his dream 



May 22nd

 Great career opportunities in the trucking and transportation industry; Marine Corps 
veteran and Senior Vice-President of Cox Automotive Fleet Mobility Services shares his 
search for military veteran mechanics

 The book "Baghdad Underground Railroad" with author and retired Army Colonel Steve 
Miska; recounting the huge risks Iraqi interpreters took to help our troops 

 Department of Defense policies that made it almost impossible for these same 
interpreters to escape the country where their lives were in danger because they helped us

May 29th

 What Memorial Day means to Goldstar widow, author and activist Michelle Black, who 
shares inspiring memories of her husband, Green Beret Staff Sargent Bryan Black

 TAPs Across America; how a sweet Memorial Day news story CBS News correspondent 
Steve Hartman did two years ago has turned into a national movement

 Hops Across America and Homefront IPA; how brewers around the country are brewing 
up funds to benefit Soldiers Angels

 Memorial Day memories with SEAL TEAM 6 veteran Rob O'Neill and country music 
singer and USMC veteran Sal Gonzalez

June 5th

 The SAFE Project; an organization founded by Navy Admiral Sandy Winnefeld and 
Navy veteran Jeff Horwitz to show cities, campuses and military vets how to stop over-
dose deaths

 The roots of addiction on college campuses; not just binge drinking or getting high, but 
all too often doctor supervised pain management for sports injuries or dental surgery

 The VA's role in preventing overdose deaths among veterans



June 12th

 Protecting our school children and teachers; with insight from Marine Corps combat 
veteran and LEAD Tactics founder Jake Edwards

 Lock, Escape, Alert and Defend; the principles the LEAD Tactics organization utilizes to 
train school systems, educators, and students 

 Avoiding scam veteran charities; Charities for Vet dot org works to make sure the 
organizations you donate to are legitimate; with insight from retired Marine Corps 
Colonel Peter Metzger 

June 19th

 The life and times of Tim Kennedy, a Green Beret veteran of the Iraq and Afghanistan 
wars, former UFC Champion, Mixed Martial Arts master and the author of the new 
book Scars and Stripes

 The mistakes he made along the way, and how we can learn from his scars

 Save Our Allies; an organization that Tim works with to save lives in Afghanistan and 
Ukraine

June 26th (rebroadcast)

 The SAFE Project; a non-profit addiction prevention and recovery organization co-
founded by retired Navy Admiral, Top Gun instructor and technical consultant on the 
first Top Gun movie Sandy Winnefeld (Win-eh-feld)and Navy veteran, former JAG 
officer and co-founder Jeff Horwitz; how the SAFE Project shows cities, campuses and 
military vets how to stop over-dose deaths

 The roots of addiction on college campuses; not just binge drinking or getting high, but 
all too often doctor supervised pain management for sports injuries or dental surgery

 The VA's role in preventing overdose deaths among veterans

“60 Minutes” – Sundays at 6 p.m.

April 3rd - Scott Pelley reports on the targeting of Ukraine's healthcare system, from hospitals to 
ambulances, according to the WHO. Why do so many Russian oligarch's live in the Uk.K.? Bill 
Whitaker has that story. Anderson Cooper profiles Laurie Anderson, taking you inside the artist's 
exhibition on display at the Smithsonian Hirshhorn Museum.

April 10th - Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy tells Scott Pelley “human values” are on 
the line and the war with Russia is entering a “new wave.” Sharyn Alfonsi reports from El 
Salvador, where one tiny town has become a great experiment for cryptocurrency.



April 17th - On this Easter Sunday edition of "60 Minutes," Russia has proven it is prepared, and 
bold enough, to launch a large-scale cyberattack. How is the U.S. government preparing? Bill 
Whitaker investigates. Leslie Stahl on the road ahead for Volkswagen as it battles Toyota for title 
of world’s largest automaker. Anderson Cooper digs deep into the future of flying vehicles.

April 24th - On this of edition of "60 Minutes," Scott Pelley sits down with the Director of the 
FBI Christopher Wray in a rare interview on the rise of violent crime in America, lessons learned 
from the January 6th insurrection and the biggest threat to the U.S. Sharyn Alfonsi on eth treasure 
trove of documents SEAL Team Six uncovered the night they got Osama Bin Laden. Anderson 
Cooper chats with New York City mayor Eric Adams’ upbringing and his biggest critics.

May 1st - Scott Pelley reports on the growing hunger crisis and turmoil inside Ukraine as the 
Russian assault continues. Jon Wertheim on the Eurovision excitement sweeping Iceland. And 
Sharyn Alfonsi meets the mind behind the fictional conspiracy theory "Birds Aren't Real."

May 8th - On this Mother's Day edition of "60 Minutes" Wisconsin’s rate of adolescent self- 
harm and attempted suicide increased by nearly 200% since 2019. Sharyn Alfonsi speaks with 
families who’ve been impacted, and with doctors and therapists trying to make child mental 
health care more accessible. In his first interview before his book about his time in the Trump 
administration is published, former Secretary of Defense Mark Esper speaks with Norah 
O’Donnell. They discuss previously unreported events from inside the Trump White House. In 
Russia, ballet has always been entwined with politics. When Russia invaded Ukraine, Russian 
artists opposed to the war were left with a choice: stay and be silent or voice their dissent and 
leave. Jon Wertheim speaks with the dancers making difficult decisions.

May 15th - On this episode of "60 Minutes," Leslie Stahl talks with the Miller family, who 
purchased a large house for family celebrations. Little did they know that property had a secret. 
Scott Pelley on the data mining operation in Europe trying to uncover and detail the war crimes in 
Ukraine committed by Russian forces.

May 22nd - On this edition of "60 Minutes," Bill Whitaker investigates the life-saving drugs that 
are in short supply in hospitals across the U.S. Scott Pelley goes to a school in the southside of 
Chicago to see an act of kindness so profound it can change the lives of those students forever. 
And Norah O’Donnell has a front row seat to opera’s leading man.

May 29th - Following the massacre at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, Texas, Scott 
Pelley revisits a 2018 report on AR-15-style weapons with rounds causing such devastating and 
often lethal wounds that first responders and emergency rooms are changing their protocols and 
preparing for the worst. Bill Whitaker reports on the longest-running cattle drive in America, 
begun 125 years ago and carried on today by the descendants of the original drivers. Anderson 
Cooper takes a look at the gardens of the Roman emperor Caligula that have been discovered and 
excavated, and some of the most remarkable finds are now on display for the first time.



June 5th - On this edition of "60 Minutes," Jon Wertheim talks with two men trying to end the 
longest running oil spill in U.S. history, spanning almost two decades. Anderson Cooper 
investigates the brutal past of Canada’s “residential school system.” Scott Pelley reports on the 
science behind what makes people heroic.

June 12th - On this edition of “60 Minutes,” Leslie Stahl digs deep into foreign governments 
detaining American citizens abroad. Jon Wertheim investigates the decline of the newspaper 
industry. Bill Whitaker sits down with the legendary Rita Moreno.

June 19th - Why do so many Russian oligarchs live in the UK? Bill Whitaker has that story. 
Sharyn Alfonsi investigates how one country went from democracy to dictatorship in one 
generation. Lesley Stahl sits down with comedian Trevor Noah about what he thinks is the secret 
to his success.

June 26th - On this edition of “60 Minutes,” Scott Pelley investigates U.S. government officials 
reporting mysterious brain injuries. Bill Whitaker looks-into wildfires raging through California.

“Weekend Roundup” – Saturdays at 5 p.m.

April 9th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Linda Kenyon looks at the war in 
Ukraine, from Russia’s brutality against civilians to US and UN sanctions. We have a 
conversation with Nikole Killion on the confirmation of the first female black Supreme Court 
Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson. We take a look at the extension of the student loan repayment and 
how schools are dealing with the cost of fuel – finally we hit the green at The Masters. Can Tiger 
Woods roar back and win another Green Jacket?

April 16th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Allison Keyes gets the latest on 
President Biden's moves to fight inflation and his latest comments on the Russian war in Ukraine 
from CBS News Senior White House and Political Correspondent Ed O'Keefe. We will have an 
update on the CDC's position on masks mandates for travelers amid a rise on Covid-19 cases. In 
the Kaleidoscope, Allison speaks with National Urban League President and CEO Marc Morial 
about the civil rights organization's latest "State of Black America" report, and a warning about 
an assault on voting rights.

April 23rd - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Allison Keyes gets the latest from 
CBS News White House Correspondent Steven Portnoy on President Biden's latest efforts to help 
Ukraine fight the Russian invasion. We'll hear from CBS News Medical Contributor Dr. David 
Agus about what he thinks of the end of that Covid travel mask mandate. In the Kaleidoscope, 
Allison speaks with activist Marleine Bastien at the Family Action Network Movement about 
what she calls a double standard in the way the U-S treats Haitian and Ukrainian refugees.



April 30th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," Covid kids, Ukraine, and Retirees. Host 
Allison Keyes gets the latest from CBS News Medical Contributor Dr. David Agus about 
Moderna's effort to get authorization for Covid-19 vaccines for kids under the age of five. We'll 
hear about President Biden's latest request for aid for Ukraine, and about how retirees are 
handling skyrocketing inflation. In the Kaleidoscope, Allison speaks with Kanika Harris at the 
non-profit Black Women's Health Imperative about the pandemic and Black maternal mortality.

May 14th - In this week’s Weekend Roundup, CBS News Weekend Roundup", Correspondent 
Carter Evans covers how Americans are dealing with inflation. In this week’s Kaleidoscope, we 
take a look at the rising crime rate against Asians. Correspondent Nikole Killion reports from the 
Supreme Court on abortion rights. And CBS News Radio executive editor Steve Dorsey talks to 
the “news kid on the block” our Nick Reporter who got a seat in the White House briefing room.

May 21st - On this week's "Weekend Roundup" with Reporter Stacey Lyn, some help is on the 
way for parents searching for baby formula. CBS's Bradley Blackburn has details of what the 
Biden Administration is proposing. Plus, American Academy of Pediatrics Spokesperson and 
Pediatrician Dr. Alanna Levine provides some clarity for questions every is asking. Voters in five 
states hit the polls, but all eyes were on two states in particular. CBS'S Robert Costa has the latest 
from Yardley, Pennsylvania. And in this week's Kaleidoscope, correspondent Allison Keyes talks 
with CBS News Chief National Affairs and Justice Correspondent Jeff Pegues about the mass 
shooting at a grocery store in Buffalo, New York.

May 28th – No information provided for this episode

June 4th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Allison Keyes gets the latest on the mass 
shootings that have roiled the country. CBS's Lilia Luciano with the story of a mother who ran 
inside Robb Elementary School during the mass shooting that killed 21 people. We'll also hear 
from CBS's Scott MacFarlane about what President Biden and lawmakers have to say about the 
devastating attacks. CBS's Vicki Barker updates us from London on the celebrations surrounding 
Queen Elizabeth's Platinum Jubilee. In the Kaleidoscope, Allison speaks with Kamilah Moore, 
chair of the California Reparations Task Force, about its interim report finding that African 
Americans continue to suffer harm from the effects of slavery in the present day.

June 11th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Allison Keyes gets a breakdown from 
CBS's Nikole Killion about the first prime time hearing over the deadly January 6th riot at the U-
S Capitol. We'll also hear about the battle over gun control on Capitol Hill and the heartbreaking 
testimony from victims and survivors of the mass shootings in Buffalo and Uvalde, Texas. In the 
Kaleidoscope, Casey Pick at the Trevor Project discusses a plethora of laws she says are targeting 
the LGBTQ community's young people.



June 18th - On this week's "Weekend Roundup", host Stacy Lyn gets the details from CBS News 
business analyst Jill Schlesinger on the Fed raising interest rates and what it means for 
consumers. Plus, we're hearing from parents as news that a COVID-19 vaccine for kids under five 
may be available as early as next week. In the Kaleidoscope this week, CBS's Allison Keyes 
spoke with entertainer and minister Tye Tribbett, who is headlining the Juneteenth Unity Fest in 
Brooklyn. And, another public hearing for the committee investigating the January 6th attack on 
the Capitol. Skylar Henry with details.

June 25th - On the "CBS News Weekend Roundup," host Allison Keyes gets the latest on the 
landmark Supreme Court ruling overturning its Roe v Wade decision legalizing abortion, and the 
one striking down New York state's limits on carrying concealed handguns in public. We'll also 
hear about this week's January 6th Select Committee hearings on the deadly insurrection at the 
US Capitol and the role of former President Trump. In the Kaleidoscope, Allison speaks with 
women's history and sports scholar Bonnie Morris about the 50th anniversary of the federal civil 
rights law, Title IX.

Face the Nation – Sundays at 6:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. 

April 3rd - This week on "Face the Nation," in an exclusive interview Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy says that Russian actions against Ukraine constitute genocide, and that 
Ukraine is being "destroyed and exterminated" by Russian forces. Fiona Hill, the former senior 
director for European and Russian affairs on the National Security Council during the Trump 
administration, discusses Russia's actions in Ukraine and how Vladimir Putin could tighten his 
grip on power. Democratic Rep. Jamie Raskin of New York says the committee has "no 
comprehensive, fine-grained portrait of what was going on" during a seven-hour gap in White 
House phone logs on January 6. H.R. McMaster, former national security adviser in the Trump 
administration and a CBS News contributor, says Russia is redistributing its forces inside 
Ukraine because of its failure to quickly achieve its objectives. New York Mayor Eric Adams 
says the city needs more help from the federal government to keep guns off the streets.

April 10th - This week on "Face the Nation," with Russian forces moving forward with a brutal 
assault on Eastern Ukraine, we talk to White House national security adviser Jake Sullivan about 
what more the U.S. can do to help. Then, a conversation with former FDA Commissioner Scott 
Gottlieb about a possible spring COVID surge. Joining the program is Cleveland Fed President 
Loretta Mester to discuss rising costs in the U.S. And finally Former Homeland Security 
Secretary Jeh Johnson on the crisis at the southern border.

April 17th - This holiday week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we talk to 
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba after Russia responded to the loss of a key battleship 
with a powerful barrage of missiles. A conversation with Senator Chris Coons (D-DE), about his 
fight to get more global COVID aid included in a relief bill stalled in Congress. Plus, a look at 
how inflation is impacting businesses and families across the U.S.



April 24th - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we’ll have the latest on 
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin’s visit to war-torn 
Ukraine and a Sunday exclusive interview with Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal. Plus, 
we check in with former FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb on the long-awaited COVID 
vaccine for America’s youngest. Also joining the program is European Central Bank President 
Christine Lagarde, to discuss the impact of the war in Ukraine on inflation and the economy 
globally.

May 1st - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we'll have the latest on 
Ukraine with Samantha Power,  the head of the U.S. Agency for International Development, and 
Virginia Democratic Sen. Tim Kaine. Then we'll hear from Illinois Rep. Adam Kinzinger; Dr. 
Paul Burton, the chief medical officer at Moderna; Plus Dr. Deborah Birx, the COVID-19 
response coordinator during the Trump administration.

May 8th - This week's Mother's Day edition of “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we 
discuss the turmoil around the nation ahead of a possible Supreme Court decision to overturn Roe 
v. Wade, with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and South Carolina Republican Rep. Nancy Mace. 
Plus, a look at the war in Ukraine on the eve of Russia’s “Victory Day.”

May 15th - This week's edition of “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” features breaking 
news from Buffalo, NY as a man is in custody for a mass shooting at a supermarket that killed 10 
and injured 3. Investigators believe the shooting was racially motivated. U.S. Transportation 
Secretary Pete Buttigieg discusses the baby formula shortage and the plans to bring it to an end. 
Former FDA commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb talks about the baby formula shortage and possible 
Covid surges in the summer. Lloyd Blankfein, the former CEO and current senior chairman of 
Goldman Sachs, says tamping down inflation will require "some pain" as the Federal Reserve 
raises interest rates.

May 22nd - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” a new CBS News poll finds 
a high level of uneasiness with the economy. Plus, we hear from Florida Sen. Rick Scott, New 
York Rep. Hakeem Jeffries and former defense Secretary Robert Gates, who offers a little bit of 
optimism.

May 29th - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” another school shooting 
rocks the country. She sits down with Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) and Governor Asa 
Hutchinson (R-AR) on the steps politicians can take to avoid another tragedy.

June 5th - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we try to understand what 
the country wants to see happen when it comes to new gun control laws in the wake of the Uvalde 
and Buffalo shootings. Plus, a look at the state of the economy and a preview of the Jan. 6 
hearings.



June 12th - This week on “Face the Nation with guest host John Dickerson,” we examine the 
first hearing from the Jan. 6 committee with Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL.) and a panel of 
correspondents. Plus, a conversation on gun violence in America, one day after thousands rallied 
around the country to demand tougher regulations.

June 19th - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we discuss the Jan. 6 
hearings with Rep. Zoe Lofgren, a Democrat from California, go over the recently approved 
COVID-19 vaccine for kids with former FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb and take a look at 
America’s inflation problem.

June 26th - This week on “Face the Nation with Margaret Brennan,” we discuss what would a 
federal ban on abortion look like? Marc Short, former chief of staff to former Vice President 
Mike Pence, tells us he believes the former VP “has always accepted exceptions for rape and 
incest.” Jan. 6 committee member Rep. Pete Aguilar (D-CA) discusses why the panel plans to 
continue holding public hearings this summer. World Bank Group President David Malpass says 
if he were Fed Chair Jerome Powell, he would focus less on interest rates and more on regulatory 
policy to “let the banks lend more."

Viewpoints – See attached sheet for content information

Mondays and Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. (prior to Daylight Savings Time). Sundays at 6:00 a.m. 
(after Daylight Savings Time)

Radio Health Journal – See attached sheet for content information

Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. (prior to Daylight Savings Time). Sundays at 7:30 a.m. 
(after Daylight Savings Time)

List of issues aired on American Radio Journal (Fridays – 7:30 p.m.)

(April 1, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with James 
Phillips of the Heritage Foundation about negotiations for a new nuclear deal with Iran; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on President Joe Biden's proposed 
federal budget; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at studies showing the National Institutes 
of Health were slow to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic; And, Jonathan Williams from the 
American Legislative Exchange Council has an American Radio Journal commentary on 
numerous states adopting a flat tax.

(April 8, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Dr. Joel 
Zinberg from the Competitive Enterprise Institute about the proposed new COVID-19 
Preparedness Act; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the 
confirmation of a new U.S. Supreme Court Justice; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine discusses 
an asset forfeiture case with Marie Miller from the Institute for Justice; And, Colin Hanna of 
Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal on Joe Biden's weak and predictable 



actions on Ukraine.

(April 15, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Christine 
McDaniel from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the impact of economic 
sanctions on Russia; Scott Parkinson has the Real Story on whether Senator Diane Feinstein can 
finish her term; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at the cause of record inflation; And, 
Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American 
Radio Journal commentary on what Vladimir Putin really wants.

(April 22, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Nathan 
Lewis co-author of the book Inflation: What It Is, Why It's Bad, and How to Fix It; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the political impact of run-away 
inflation; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine talks with Renee Flaherty from the Institute for 
Justice about a Virginia Supreme Court race testing the limits of bureaucratic power; 
And, Jonathan Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council has an American 
Radio Journal commentary on the latest Rich States/Poor States report.

(April 29, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Jessica 
Melugin from the Competitive Enterprise Institute about the impact of the Elon Musk takeover of 
Twitter; Scott Parkinson has the Real Story on a radical addition to the Federal Reserve Board of 
Governors; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine explains why courts should have power over public 
health officials; And, Colin Hanna of Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio 
Journal commentary on slavery reparations.
 

(May 6, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Rob 
Henneke from the Texas Public Policy Foundation about the impact on illegal immigration of 
ending Title 42; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the leak of the 
U.S. Supreme Court draft ruling on Roe v. Wade; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine talks about 
Joe Biden's disinformation on the national debt; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for 
Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on Putin's 
faltering invasion of Ukraine.

(May 13, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Ryan 
Young of the Competitive Enterprise Institute about the root cause of inflation; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on U.S. Senate primaries in 
Pennsylvania and North Carolina; Eric Boehm and Ron Bailey of Reason magazine look at 
nuclear power as a carbon free alternative; And, Jonathan Williams from the American 
Legislative Exchange Council has an American Radio Journal commentary on ideology-free 
investing for state pension funds.

(May 20, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Charles 
Blahous from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the cost of the proposed 



'Medicare for All' program; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on 
U.S. Senate results in North Carolina and Pennsylvania; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks 
at the Biden Administration's plan to address the baby formula shortage; And, Colin Hanna from 
Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on the impact of Trump 
endorsements on the General Election.

(May 27, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with John 
Jones of America's Warrior Partnership about services available to veterans; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on primary elections in Alabama, 
Georgia and Minnesota; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine reports on a First Amendment case in 
North Carolina involving a beer can design; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & 
Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Left's 
reaction to the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

(June 3, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Zack 
Smith of the Heritage Foundation about President Biden's executive order on policing; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the cause of inflation; Eric 
Boehm of Reason magazine reports on President Biden's plan to tame inflation; And, Jonathan 
Williams from the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) has an American Radio 
Journal commentary on how states hold the line on spending.

(June 10, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Phil 
Kerpen from American Commitment about a possible new carbon tax adding to the cost of 
gasoline; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the attempted 
assassination of Supreme Court Justice Brent Kavanaugh; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine talks 
with Phil Rossetti of R Street about misuse of the Defense Production Act; And, Colin 
Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Biden 
Administration's failure to commemorate D-Day.

(June 17, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Veronique 
deRugy from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about when the inflation rate will 
go down; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on primaries in Nevada, 
Texas and South Carolina; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at wasteful spending of 
COVID-19 funds; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City 
College has an American Radio Journal commentary o the nation's urban/rural divide.



(June 24, 2022) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Grant 
McCarty from the Bitcoin Policy Institute about potential new federal crypto currency 
regulations; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on a federal gas tax 
holiday; Eric Boehm from Reason magazine talks with Stan Veuger of the American Enterprise 
Institute about the failed impact of COVID relief funds; And, Jonathan Williams from the 
American Legislative Exchange Council has an American Radio Journal commentary on 
ideological driven state pension investment policies.


